Summary

The Minnesota Department of Human Services (DHS) administers two child care assistance programs that subsidize the cost of child care for low-income families: Minnesota Family Investment Program (MFIP) child care assistance and Basic Sliding Fee (BSF) child care assistance. Both programs pay a per child rate to providers who care for eligible children. DHS conducts a survey of prices charged by child care providers in Minnesota to inform the rate. Under current law, the rate paid under both programs is the greater of: (a) the 25th percentile of the 2011 child care provider rate survey; or (b) the maximum rate effective November 28, 2011.

H.F. 4374 changes the rate paid under both programs to be the greater of: (a) the 25th percentile of the most recent child care provider rate survey; or (b) the rates in effect at the time of the update. This change is intended to bring the state into compliance with federal laws and regulations that were put in place under the reauthorization of the federal child care development block grant by Congress in 2014.